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A Message From The Editor
Hooray! NTU is ranked 13th in the QS global university
ranking again! This feat is only achievable through
the efforts of every student and staff member in our
university. Congratulations to one and all!
There’s more. Our inaugural ‘NIE Postgraduate Fair’
was a big hit and our gratitude goes to each of you who
had showed your immense support for us. We hope
attendees have seized the opportunities to learn about
the wide range of graduate and professional learning
programmes that we offer. It was our pleasure to
present to you the opportunities, but it will be an honour
to embark upon your graduate journey with you.
Happy reading!

3 October 2016 - 31 January 2017

Follow us for

updates of events and activities
via our facebook page
www.facebook.com/NIEGPL
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Assoc Prof Shirley Lim
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Research Grants Management
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READER’S CONTRIBUTION

Disclaimer: All information is
correct as at time of print and
is subject to change without
prior notice.

If you know of anyone who has displayed attributes of
“Learning Differently, Leading Change”, do send us their story to
niegpl@nie.edu.sg. We will be in touch with you very soon!
However, the editorial team reserves the right to edit and publish
the article.

Master’s and PhD by Research programmes
Application period for August 2017 intake
www.nie.edu.sg/aug2017

3 & 4 November 2016
Adult Learning Symposium 2016
Venue: Sands Expo and Convention Centre
www.als2016.com

14 November 2016 - 13 January 2017
Master’s by Coursework Programmes
Application period for August 2017 intake
www.nie.edu.sg/aug2017

22 November 2016
Master of Arts in Professional Education
(Training & Development) Programme
Preview Session
Venue: Institute for Adult Learning (IAL)
www.nie.edu.sg/mape

4 November 2016
SPED Conference 2016: Staying Rooted,
Soaring High
Venue: Resort World Sentosa Convention Centre

12 & 13 December 2016
2nd International Conference in Sports
Science & Technology (ICSST)
Venue: Nanyang Executive Centre, Nanyang
Technological University
www.icsst.sg
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HIGHER DEGREES

QUEST

FOR KNOWLEDGE
with Dr Ang Hak Seng, BBM, currently the Chief Executive Director
with People’s Association who recently graduated with a PhD in policy &
leadership studies.

►

What are you currently working as?

I am in the public service and lead a government agency which
brings people of diverse backgrounds together to live in harmony,
and work with our government to make Singapore a better place
for all of us. Diversity is both a boon and a challenge. But with
the support of committed staff and dedicated volunteers, we
offer platforms for people of different backgrounds, interests
and needs to interact and understand one another better. In
a nutshell, we promote the “kampong spirit” of looking out and
caring for one another.

“Research in pursuit
of a higher degree helped
me learn new ways to do
things smarter, faster
and ultimately, better
for our citizens.”

Could you share with us more on the research that you did?
Did the research yield the desired outcome that you hoped for?

►

My research work expanded my horizons and challenged me to be even
more open-minded when looking at issues. One key learning point for me
is that decisions are not always just a choice between ‘1 or 2’ nor a combined
choice of ‘1 and 2’; they could very well be the dynamics and tension between
‘1 and 2’.

What attracted you to a higher degree programme
at NIE?

►

As the leader of an organisation and a practitioner of community
building, I wanted to leverage the latent knowledge and experience that
I have accumulated over time. Research in pursuit of a higher degree
helped me learn new ways to do things smarter, faster and ultimately, better
for our citizens. In making a choice amongst being smarter, faster, or better,
there will always be trade-offs. Therefore, I decided to embark on this research to satisfy
my curiosity and quest for new insights and knowledge.
►

How would you describe your interactions with NIE faculty members?

The sessions with the reviewers were engaging as they were very much like peer-to-peer interactions.
In many ways, Assoc Prof Ng Pak Tee, my supervisor, gave lots of input by bouncing off ideas and
viewpoints; and value-added to the research work in a nurturing manner.

The PhD and Master’s
by Reseach programmes
will be open for the
August 2017 intake with
application period from
3 October 2016 31 January 2017.

►

What was the best part of being a student at NIE?

The quest for knowledge is never-ending. Being able to explore new knowledge and
ideas was what I really enjoyed about being a researcher.
► Has the programme been beneficial to you in bringing forth changes in your
organisation?

At work, I have already started implementing some of the new paradigms that I discovered through my
research. Now that my research has been endorsed, I will step up the pace of implementing my learning,
for the benefit of Singaporeans and the community.

For more information about Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) at NIE,
please visit www.nie.edu.sg/phd
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HIGHER DEGREES

“The knowledge
and expertise of
academic professors have
empowered me to bridge
the gap between the
science and application in
the field of strength and
conditioning.”

1

2

LEADING

THE WAY IN SPORTS EXCELLENCE
with Julian Lim, currently a Performance Specialist at EXOS and is a Master
of Science (Research) graduate.
►

2. Speed, agility, quickness workshop for PE students
in India, as part of a year long mission outreach
project in India
3. Did S&C training for the 4x100m track team, silver
medalist at the 2013 Myanmar Sea Games.

helped to shape their training programme to
make it more effective and efficient. The research
was also successfully published in an academic
journal which contributes back to the wider
scientific literature on the topic; 13 citations and
counting!
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► What was the best part of being a
student at NIE?

Other than the expertise of academic professors
to tap on, it has to be the NIE student card (just
kidding).

►

► Has the programme been beneficial
to you in bringing forth changes in
your organisation?

My supervisor and coursework professors were
instrumental in guiding the whole academic
learning and research investigation. From
research design to manuscript publication, they
were always just a call / text / email away to
offer a guiding hand.

The masters programme at NIE has given me many
insights in the area of sports science research. The
knowledge and expertise of academic professors
have empowered me to bridge the gap between
the science and application in the field of strength
and conditioning. This has made an impact in the
physical preparation of the national athletes.

How would you describe your
interactions with NIE faculty
members?

What are you currently working as?

I am currently working as a performance specialist at EXOS. I have always been interested in sports
and how one can prepare themselves physically to improve their sports performance. This led me to
enrol myself in a sports science degree to gain more insight in this unique and emerging area of science.
However, in the realm of high performance, a postgraduate qualification is necessary to specialise in a
specific domain of sports science and be experts in the field.
►

1. Strength and conditioning (S&C) for Liang Xiao Yu,
National badminton singles athlete, in lead up to
Rio Olympics.

What attracted you to a higher degree programme at NIE?

I was enrolled in the Master of Science (Research) programme at NIE. What attracted me were the
programme’s flexibility and knowledge of the academic professors. I was able to infuse the research
investigation into my current work, while having the expert and committed guidance of my research supervisor.
► What was your research on? Did the research yield the desired outcome that
you hoped for?

My research was on looking into the efficacy of using complex training (postactivation potentiation) in
improving sprint performance of our national track and field athletes. This was a novel way of looking at
various training exercises that could improve their sprints, both in training and competition. The results
04

For more information about Master of Science (Research) at NIE,
please visit www.nie.edu.sg/msc_research

HIGHER DEGREES

A PASSION

► What does NIE offer to higher degree
students that is unique?

FOR TEACHING AT NIE
with Asst Prof Myra Garces-Bacsal, currently the
Programme Leader of the Masters and Bachelor’s
Programmes in High Ability Studies and Gifted
Education at the Early Childhood and Special
Needs Education (ECSE) Academic Group.

Why do you enjoy teaching and
mentoring higher degree students?

►

I have always thought of the classroom as
both my playground, and my stage. I love the
dynamic interaction between myself and the
students allowing a 3-hour course to come alive
with ideas, shared experiences, lessons learned
and insights gained. I always come out of a
class energised, feeling prompted to reexamine
my own values and philosophy, and wondering
how that lived interaction with students can feed
into my next lesson.
► What research area(s) are you
working on now? How does it impact
your work at NIE?

At the moment, I am heading a funded research
on the reading lives of teachers in Singapore.
One of my lifelong advocacies is to inspire more
teachers to read, not because they have to but
because they want to. In light of the National
Reading Movement that Minister Yaacob Ibrahim
has been promoting to inculcate this love for
reading in the community, the research takes on
greater relevance and meaning. It is my belief
that being an avid reader can help pave the way
to becoming a more thoughtful, more nuanced
and more sensitive educator. I am hoping that our
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research results would take us to the next phase of
our project; which is to enable us to build capacity
of teachers in schools to become lifelong readers.
► Why is NIE a good place for you to do
your work?

There is a synergistic interaction that has been
strategically built into NIE’s system with teaching,
research, and service woven together quite
seamlessly. Not only does the institution provide
us with the opportunities to conduct research that
would ultimately have an impact on teachers in
schools – in terms of both sharing of best practices
and even policy changes – it is also constantly
shifting and changing to make itself more relevant
to the growing needs of the community. There
is also the global component that allows faculty,
staff, and students to learn from the best and the
brightest in the world who visit our institution.

NIE not only offers the pedagogical skills and
know-how that will equip teachers to make
use of evidence-based practices that will bring
out the best in their students, it also provides a
thoughtful space for educators to reflect on why
they do what they do. In a society that is so
results-driven, higher degree classes provide that
safe space where educators can collaboratively
discuss relevant research findings, classroom
issues, and rejuvenate their understanding of
what being an educator means.

How would you describe NIE higher
degree students?

►

While we do get a variety of students, I
am glad to share that most of them show
remarkable commitment and tenacity, and are
very goal-driven.

What have you learnt from your
students?

►

I am a nerd. I love reading. I love writing.
This is who I am. I am blessed and grateful
to have the opportunity to meet many likeminded individuals with my own students who
are determined to constantly upgrade their
skills and expand their sensibility about not only
being a better teacher but also being a more
compassionate, empathetic, kinder individual.
It is a privilege to see the world through my
students’ eyes and travel this journey with them.

... ... the institution provides
us with the opportunities to
conduct research that would
ultimately have an impact on
teachers in schools – in terms of
both sharing of best practices
and even policy changes – it
is also constantly shifting and
changing to make itself more
relevant to the growing needs of
the community.

For more information about higher degrees at NIE, please visit
www.nie.edu.sg/gpl/hd
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HIGHER DEGREES

SPECIALISED

MASTER’S PROGRAMME
with Assoc Prof Joyce Koh, currently the Programme Leader
of the Master of Arts in Professional Education (Training
and Development) (MAPE) at the Learning Sciences &
Technologies (LST) Academic Group.

►

What is this programme about?

The Master of Arts in Professional Education (Training
and Development) (MAPE) programme is targeted at
equipping professionals involved in adult education,
professional education, and higher education with the
academic knowledge and competencies to design
and lead programmes in training and development,
workplace learning, as well as to engage in mentoring
and coaching. The programme provides professionals
with a rigorous understanding of educational theory
and practices in various professional contexts.
Anchored on Singapore contexts, MAPE has a specific
objective to educate professional educators with values
and beliefs as well as to equip them with a distinct set
of adult educator (AE) skills. The programme is offered
through the collaboration between NIE and Institute
for Adult Learning Singapore (IAL) of the Singapore
Workforce Development Agency (WDA). Successful
applicants may be eligible for WDA course fee funding.
►

Who should take up this programme?

This programme is targeted at professionals who have at
least two years of working experience in the areas related
to education as well as training and development. This
would include professionals who are involved in teacher
professional development, training and development
in organisations, continuing education, mentoring and
coaching, facilitation of professional learning communities
(PLCs) in schools; as well as adult education management.
The focus of the programme is to hone the expertise of
existing training professionals.
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►

Talk about an interesting course

The MAPE programme is made up of courses in the areas
Register for the
of learning theories, instructional design, e-learning
MAPE Preview Session on
development, workplace development, management
of learning organisations, as well as mentoring and
22 November 2016 at
coaching. The MTD810 – Multimedia Design course is
www.nie.edu.sg/mape
an elective course that prepares participants to design
and manage innovative technology-based learning
through hands-on projects to explore how lesson delivery
can occur through the employment
of multiple information modes (e.g.,
text, graphics, and sounds) within a nonlinear structure, which collectively falls under
the rubric “Multimedia”. This course covers the
following areas: screen design, the use of media, learner control, navigation, and
metaphor. It provides participants with a basic understanding to harness multimedia
as an avenue for enhancing their course design. It also models technology-based
learning to participants through a blended learning approach.
►

How will this programme equip me for my career?

The programme prepares you to lead professional development activities in your
organisation or in school by engaging you to engage in disciplined reflection of
your professional experiences viz-a-viz the theories and practices in learning
sciences, instructional design, workplace mentoring and coaching, performance
management, and quality assurance that are covered in the core courses. You
can also hone your expertise in specialised elective courses to support adult
learning, including training needs assessment, training strategies, e-learning
design development, computer-supported collaborative learning, and teacher
professional development. A capstone Professional Practice Inquiry project
enables you to integrate and apply your learning to the specific needs of your
workplace context.
►

What the expert say?

With the heightened emphasis on skill development for the
contemporary economy, the role of Adult Educators (AEs) becomes
key in creating positive learning outcomes that impact business’ and national
productivity. With IAL’s knowledge in Continuous Education and Training
(CET) and NIE’s deep expertise in innovative pedagogies and instructional
design, MAPE graduates will be well prepared to tackle professional learning
to influence transformation at the national and organisational levels.
Mr Koh Tat Suan,
then Director of Learning and Professional Development Division,
Institute for Adult Learning
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HIGHER DEGREES

NTU 3MINUTE THESIS COMPETITION:
Exciting, Enlightening, Enjoyable!

NIE HIGHER DEGREE
AWARD CEREMONY 2016

by Assoc Prof Jude Chua, Assistant Dean, Higher Degrees by Research, Office of Graduate
Studies & Professional Learning (GPL), and an Assoc Prof with the Policy & Leadership
Studies (PLS) Academic Group.

Winner of 3MT - Robbie Lee Sabnani (NIE)

Robbie Lee Sabnani, a PhD candidate
at the English Language and Literature
(ELL) Academic Group, was this year’s
winner of the NTU Three Minute Thesis
Competition. Robbie had an exciting,
enlightening and enjoyable experience
sharing her work on expertise in English
speaking instruction at the NTU Three
Minute Thesis (3MT) Competition
Finals, held on the 12 August 16 at the
Tan Chin Tuan lecture theatre, at NTU.

Our other NIE doctoral students Alvin Lau and Mohd Heikal reached the finals this year and Alvin was 1st
runner up. In 2015, PhD student Matthew Wallace was 2nd runner up in the NTU 3MT competition.
In the 3MT, every contestant has only 3 minutes to present his or her research in a manner accessible to
a wide audience.
Participating in the competition enabled Robbie to take a step back from her thesis and present it in its big
picture. It forced her to succinctly explain what her study seeks to address, how it was carried out, and to
articulate the findings clearly. It also helped her look at her research from different perspectives and think
even more deeply about its significance, as well as its impact on the teaching of speaking across diverse
English contexts.
Robbie enjoyed the meaningful discussions with her fellow participants, learning about their work in a
myriad of fields from engineering to science and the arts. And, the wonderful news was that she will be
representing NTU at the Asia Pacific 3MT Finals in Australia next month at the University of Queensland
in Australia on 30 September 16.
Our heartiest congratulations to NIE participants and prize recipients of the NTU 3MT competition!
For easy access to information and community features that support
knowledge sharing for graduate students and faculty, please visit
www.nie.edu.sg/hdconnect
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NIE Higher Degree Award Ceremony on 12 August 2016 with the Guest-of-Honour,
Prof Yue Chee Yoon, Associate Provost (Graduate Education) , Nanyang Technological University (5th from the left, front row).

The NIE Higher Degree Award Ceremony 2016 was held on 12 August 2016 in Lecture Theatre 2, with
Prof Yue Chee Yoon, Associate Provost (Graduate Education), Nanyang Technological University,
as the Guest-of-Honour. This ceremony is an annual event that combines the presentation of the
higher degree gold medals and book prizes, as well as the Dean’s Commendation for Research.
The higher degree gold medals and book prizes recognise and celebrate the achievements
and performance of outstanding students in NIE’s higher degree programmes. The Dean’s
Commendation for Research aims to reinforce the importance of publication of research by NIE’s
higher degree students in peer-reviewed international refereed journals and book chapters; and to
encourage the students to continue pursuing further intellectual advancement.
At the event, awardees also had a chance to network with the donors, many of whom are prominent
members of society. Among the donors present at the event were Mr Lau Cheng Hock (donor of
the Lau Teng Chuan Book Prize), Mr Pang Kim Hin (donor of the Tan Poey Quee Gold Medal and
Book Prize) and Mr Mike Thiruman (President of the Singapore Teachers’ Union).
This year, the achievements of 30 students and graduates were recognised: 12 students were
awarded a gold medal or book prize, acknowledging their success as top graduates, or for
submitting the best dissertations and critical inquiry projects, while 18 students were presented with
the certification of the Dean’s Commendation for Research, for the successful publication of their
research work. Congratulations to our awardees!

For more information about the scholarships and awards,
please refer to www.nie.edu.sg/gpl/scholarships
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

UNDERSTANDING

List of Professional Development courses from October to December 2016

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING,
AND MATHEMATICS (STEM) EDUCATION
by Assoc Prof Tan Aik Ling, Assistant Dean, Professional Development, Office of Graduate
Studies & Professional Learning (GPL), and an Assoc Prof with the Natural Sciences &
Science Education (NSSE) Academic Group.

Course
Code

Throughout the two-day workshop, participants
worked on different design challenges, such
as the marshmallow challenge; optimising for
the best propulsion in a carbon dioxide rocket;
constructing a sturdy table with newspapers; and
building the tallest spaghetti tower. Through these
activities, the science, technology, engineering
and mathematical principles were discussed and
debated. Participants, largely science teachers,
raised questions as to how STEM education can
be integrated in our current curricular structure
where subjects are taught separately rather than

in an integrated manner. These questions were
discussed and while an ideal solution was not
readily available, participants left the workshop
with a more informed idea about the challenges
as well as potential of STEM education.

Course
End Date

ICT0417

Leading Professional Learning Teams in Data-Driven
Conversations

13 Oct 16

13 Oct 16

14 Oct 16

14 Oct 16

17 Oct 16

17 Oct 16

Humanities
Social Studies Issues-based Seminar:
Facilitating Online Discussion on Cyber Security Issues

Mathematics
IME2083

Teaching H2 Further Maths: Conic Sections

13 Oct-16

03 Nov 16

IME2081

Teaching H2 Further Maths: Applications of Integration &
Numerical Methods

01 Nov 16

21 Nov 16

IME2087

Teaching of Proofs

01 Nov 16

22 Nov 16

IME1035

The Use of Games in the Teaching and Learning of Primary
Mathematics

21 Nov 16

22 Nov 16

Design and Technology
INS2115

Teacher-Pupil Coach Designer

03 Oct 16

17 Oct 16

INS2050

EWI-Supporting & Facilitating Pupils' D&T Project Work

04 Oct 16

22 Nov 16

INS2100

Material Processing for Beginning D&T Teacher
(Metal related)

18 Oct 16

15 Nov 6

INS0035

D&T Studio Safety in Secondary Schools

19 Oct 16

23 Nov 16

INS2102

Supporting D&T Teachers in Facilitating Pupils' Application
of Structure, Mechanisms and Electronics

20 Oct 16

17 Nov 16

INS2093

Managing Resources in D&T Studio

21 Oct 16

02 Dec 16

01 Nov 16

02 Nov 16

10 Nov 16

11 Nov 16

Physical Education
IPE0037

Strength and Conditioning for PE and Sports CCA Teachers

Social Emotional Learning
Design Challenge: Building a rocket (encircled)

For more information about professional development at NIE,
please visit www.nie.edu.sg/gpl/pd
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Course
Start Date

Curriculum, Teaching and Learning

IHS2231

Words such as Concept, Practices, Content,
Teaching, Understanding and Learning were
projected on the Science Education Laboratory
screen in the National Institute of Education, from
30 to 31 May 2016. Prof Edward Reeves, from
Utah State University, explained the similarities
and differences between these terms to a
group of 35 teachers and faculty members from
the Natural Sciences and Science Education
(NSSE) Academic Group. This two-day summer
workshop was jointly organised by the GPL
and NSSE to help teachers and faculty better
understand the concepts in STEM education.

Course Title

IPS0003

Enhancing the Social and Emotional Competencies of
Teachers

For more professional development courses at NIE,
please visit www.nie.edu.sg/gpl/pd-catalogue
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LEADERSHIP LEARNING

REFLECTIONS

Building Educational Bridges: Innovation for School Leaders (BEB)

LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES
Management and Leadership in Schools (MLS) January 2016
The MLS has been a very enriching and
fruitful experience for me. Not only did I have
the distinct privilege of learning from insightful
and personable lecturers, but more importantly,
MLS gave me the time to read and reflect.
This space afforded by the MLS turned out to
be what I needed to rediscover my passion,
redefine my purpose and refocus my pursuit.
Time in schools can be very hectic for middle
managers like us. We spend much of our
time “fire-fighting”, resolving issue after issue,
and managing difficult students, parents and
teachers. As Assoc Prof Ng Pak Tee said, our
From left:
lives can be caked with so much muck and MLS
Prof Christine Goh, Dean, Graduate Studies &
Professional Learning; Mr Ivin Chan and
is a time to wash our souls clean, so that we
Assoc Prof Ng Pak Tee, Associate Dean, Leadership Learning
can be a breath of fresh air when we go back to
school. It was very refreshing indeed to come back to NIE in the posture of a learner again,
to experience that feeling of euphoria when I was able to learn something new; not just to
pass a test or do a job, but to better myself and become a better leader.
Mr Ivin Chan
Head of Department (Science)
Anderson Secondary School

The Building Educational Bridges: Innovation for School Leaders (UK/Singapore) 2015/2016 ended on a high note on 3 March 2016
with a closing dinner graced by the presence of Mr Wong Siew Hoong, Director-General of Education, Ministry of Education (MOE)
(seated in the front row, 7th from the left) and Deputy High Commissioner and Political Counsellor, British High Commission
Singapore, Ms Alexandra McKenzie (seated in the front row, 8th from the left).

It has been an eye opener for me
to see the wonderful work that our
UK counterparts are doing in their schools,
especially those who manage multiple
academies. With the decentralisation and
autonomy that they are given, they have to be
very resourceful and strategic in their work.
Despite the pressures that they face, they forge
on with courage, always with the students as
the focus. This programme has allowed us to
appreciate how well we are supported by our
ministry in our work and how important it is for
us to continue to collaborate with other schools
for improvement.
Mdm Tan Hwee Tsian Hilda
Principal
Pasir Ris Secondary School

I have benefitted from two things in this
programme. Firstly, I was able to see
how Mathematics is being taught in Singapore
schools; and secondly, I found information and
explanation given by school leaders and MOE
officials consistent and clearly communicated.
I am impressed by the strategic vision and
alignment from MOE to NIE, and then into
classrooms. This clear vision has provided
much guidance to school leaders and
teachers, enabling them to do the necessary
important work in classrooms.
Mr Shahed Ahmed
Head Teacher
Elmhurst Primary School, United Kingdom

For more information about leadership learning at NIE,
please visit www.nie.edu.sg/gpl/LL
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GPL NEWS

We would like to thank the following companies for their generous advertisements in our visitor
handbook, sponsorship of lucky draw prizes and/or contribution of items to the goodie bags for the
“NIE Postgraduate Fair 2016: Learning Differently, Leading Change” event:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

NIE Postgraduate
Fair 2016:
Learning Differently,
Leading Change
29th May 2016

After the two Open Houses on campus in 2014
and 2015, the Office of Graduate Studies and
Professional Learning (GPL) organised the
first out-of-campus NIE Postgraduate Fair
2016: Learning Differently, Leading Change
on 29th May 2016, at the Suntec Singapore
Convention and Exhibition Centre.
At this centrally-located venue for the
Postgraduate Fair, NIE proudly presented
its diverse graduate and professional
development
programmes
with
lively
promotion by representatives from the 12
Academic Groups (AGs). More than 1,000
visitors visited the booths and actively
engaged professors, current students and
graduates in lengthy discussions about
courses in the various programmes available
for both teachers and working professionals.

7) Libbey Inc.
8) Scanpan Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
9) Texas Instrument Singapore (Pte) Ltd
10) World Scientific Publishing, and
11) Young Scientist Reader Pte Ltd

ABR Holdings Limited (Swenson’s)
ATOS Wellness
Global Wellness Holdings Pte Ltd
Hotel Jen Tanglin Singapore
Kydon Holdings Pte Ltd
Lawry’s The Prime Rib Singapore

The NIE Postgraduate Fair 2016 concluded with a Grand
Draw, where winners walked away with attractive prizes
such as: iPad Mini 2, Scanpan’s 32cm wok, Nescafe
Dolce Gusto coffee machine, Western Digital’s
wireless portable drive, and many more!
1

Twenty-two sharing sessions were conducted
concurrently by GPL personnel and
representatives from the 12 AGs during the
fair, with rooms filled to capacity in many of
the sessions.
The gift redemption counter saw many visitors
coming forward to redeem mystery gifts by
showing the advertisements for the fair.

All in all, it was a good day for both adults and kids,
who get to enjoy free popcorn, badge-making and
caricature session at the event! We hope to see you
again in 2017!
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Do check out other upcoming events by GPL:
►

►

►

Higher degree programmes August 2017 intake
For more information, please visit www.nie.edu.sg/aug2017
Graduate Student Conference 2016
For more information, please visit http://niehd.nie.edu.sg/gsc2016
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Professional Development courses
For more information, please visit www.nie.edu.sg/gpl/pd
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1. Visitors queuing to check-in before visiting the main fair
area and sharing session rooms.
2. Interested visitors packing the sharing session room to
learn more about the HD programmes.
3. Visitors seeking advice about the programmes at the
various AGs’ booths.
4. Congratulations to one of the lucky participants who won
our grand prize, an Ipad Mini 2!
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5.

A visitor helping to draw a winner for the Hourly Draw.
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Visitors enjoying some popcorn at the fringe activities area.
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